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Exercise #2 - Creating a VO model with 
GIS Data 
 

In this exercise, we will create a VO model in the map view, where a model can be created by 

manipulating the GIS features. Not only can GIS data be used to create the model structure but 

it also can be used to calculate parameter values. 

The data files for this exercise are located in the Exercise #2\Data folder. There are five 

shapefiles in the folder: 1) catchment, 2) stream, 3) outlet, 4) soil and 5) landuse.  

 

A Catchment is a polygon layer that represents the catchments in this area. A Stream is a polyline 

layer for streams and channels. An Outlet Layer is point layer representing the outlet of 

downstream catchments. The model structure will be created using these three layers. In total, 

there are 5 catchments, 3 streams and 2 outlets. 

 

 

The Soil and Landuse layer has the soil and land use information, which includes the soil 

hydrological group and land use type. Note that the soil information is not available for catchment 

1. These two layers will be used to calculate CN.  
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1. Create a new project.  

 

Notice that the map is centered on the Toronto area. If only the schematic view is available, 

please check your ArcMap and VO license. 

 

If the base map is empty, check your Internet connection and the default coordinate system 

setting in the Options window. Make sure UTM 17N is selected.  
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2. Add catchment layer  

 

Add catchment data using Add Feature Layer tool  in GIS ribbon. Move the layer on top 

of base map layer and zoom to it using the Zoom to Layer context menu. Multiple layers can 

be added at the same time. 
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3. Create NasHyds with Catchment Layer 

Select feature(s) in imported layers using the Select tool in GIS ribbon or map context 

menu. Shapes of these features will be used to create new hydrologic objects.  

 

                 

In map context menu, select NasHyd in Generate Selected Geometry As menu. This is the 

type the new hydrologic object will be. Depending on the type of selected features (point, 

polyline or polygon), some menu may be disabled as there is no proper geometry for those 

hydrologic objects. In this case, no polyline feature is selected, so RouteChannel, 

MuskingumCunge and RoutePipe is disabled. 
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A new hydrologic object will be created for each selected feature. The area parameter is 

automatically calculated from the shape and all other parameters are using the default values.   

Check parameter values of these NasHyd in Parameter Tables window located at bottom. 

Notice that Area is calculated based on the geometry and all other parameters are using the 

default value including CN. 

 

4. Create RouteChannel with Stream Layer  

 

Same with catchment, add the stream layer and create 3 RouteChannels. Hide other layers if 

necessary to select the correct features. Note the length is calculated automatically. 
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5. Create an AddHyd with an Outlet Layer 

 

Add an outlet layer to the map as the reference for new AddHyds. Configure the snapping 

environment in the GIS Tools ribbon to snap point. 

 

 
 

Drag-and-drop an AddHyd from the toolbox to the map view or select AddHyd from the map 

view context menu. Notice that the cursor changes to a pencil shape indicating it’s ready to draw 

on the map. 
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Move the cursor to the top of one outlet on the map. Notice that text appears indicating a point 

feature in the outlet layer is snapped. Click on the map and an AddHyd will be added on the 

snapped location. Add another AddHyd by using the same methods. 

 

 
 

6. Remove Outside Layers and Setup Symbols 

 

As the outside layers will not be used in following steps, we will remove them from the layer. To 

do this, select Remove Layer in TOC context menu.  

 

You may also want to change the layer symbols to increase the contrast between them. Select 

the layer in TOC and then select Layer Properties in the context menu. In the Layer Properties 

window, change the symbols as desired. 
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In this stage, you should get a similar window to the one below. Check the schematic view to see 

how it looks like. 

 

 
 

7. Connect NasHyds, RouteChannels and AddHyds 

 

Click the Add Link tool in the GIS ribbon and move the curve on top of the input hydrologic object. 

Notice the feature flashes with a red colour which indicates that it’s a valid input. Then move the 

cursor to the output hydrologic object. Notice that a red line appears to indicate where the 

connector will be. Continue to move cursor on top of the output feature. If hydrologic object is 
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valid, it will flash. Click to add the link. A new feature is added to the CatchmentLine layer as 

shown below.  

 

             

With the same method, continue to add links to connect other hydrologic objects by following the 

connection sequence described in following table. Connect NasHyd to AddHyd/RouteChannel 

first and then connect RouteChannel to AddHyd until all hydrologic objects are properly connected 

together. Use the schematic view to check the connectivity if necessary.  

From To From To 

Catchment 1 Outlet 2 Stream 1 Outlet 2 

Catchment 2 Stream 1 Stream 2 Outlet 1 

Catchment 3 Outlet 2 Stream 3 Outlet 2 

Catchment 4 Stream 2 Outlet 1 Stream 3 

Catchment 5 Outlet 1   

 

For VO3 users, it’s suggested that you turn on the Command layer to show the hydrologic object 

icons on the map to assist the process. 
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8. Calculate CN 

Now, the model structure has been created. All parameter values except area and length are 

using default values. GIS layers can help determine some parameter values. In this example, the 

soil layer and the land use layer will be used to estimate the CN values of NasHyds.  

First add the soil and land use layer from the example data folder and then choose all NasHyds 

except catchment 1 as the soil data doesn’t cover that area. Notice the Calculate CN tool has 

become available. Click it and open the Calculate CN window. Fill the window as shown below. 

The mapping table could be loaded from file CN.mapcn in the example folder. Click Update CN 

to start the process.  
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In the NasHyd parameter table, check how the CN number has been changed. Notice that the 

CN of catchment 1 is still the default value of 80. 

 

 
 

9. Save Project and Run Simulation 

 

Without using tools in the schematic view, the model has been created. Click the save button to 

save the project and try to run the model.  

 



 


